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ABSTRACT
Context. The determination of the physical conditions in molecular clouds is a key step towards our understanding of their formation
and evolution of associated star formation. We investigate the density, temperature, and column density of both dust and gas in the
photodissociation regions (PDRs) located at the interface between the atomic and cold molecular gas of the NGC 7023 reflection
nebula. We study how young stars affect the gas and dust in their environment.
Aims. Several Herschel Space Telescope programs provide a wealth of spatial and spectral information of dust and gas in the heart
of PDRs. We focus our study on Spectral and Photometric Image Receiver (SPIRE) Fourier-Transform Spectrometer (FTS) fully
sampled maps that allow us for the first time to study the bulk of cool/warm dust and warm molecular gas (CO) together. In particular,
we investigate if these populations spatially coincide, if and how the medium is structured, and if strong density and temperature
gradients occur, within the limits of the spatial resolution obtained with Herschel.
Methods. The SPIRE FTS fully sampled maps at different wavelengths are analysed towards the northwest (NW) and the east (E)
PDRs in NGC 7023. We study the spatial and spectral energy distribution of a wealth of intermediate rotational 12CO 4≤ Ju ≤13 and
13CO 5≤ Ju ≤10 lines. A radiative transfer code is used to assess the gas kinetic temperature, density, and column density at different
positions in the cloud. The dust continuum emission including Spitzer, the Photoconductor Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS),
and SPIRE photometric and the Institute for Radio Astronomy in the Millimeter Range (IRAM) telescope data is also analysed. Using
a single modified black body and a radiative transfer model, we derive the dust temperature, density, and column density.
Results. The cloud is highly inhomogeneous, containing several irradiated dense structures. Excited 12CO and 13CO lines and warm
dust grains localised at the edge of the dense structures reveal high column densities of warm/cool dense matter. Both tracers give a
good agreement in the local density, column density, and physical extent, leading to the conclusion that they trace the same regions.
The derived density profiles show a steep gradient at the cloud edge reaching a maximum gas density of 105 −106 cm−3 in the PDR
NGC 7023 NW and 104 − 105 cm−3 in the PDR NGC 7023 E and a subsequent decrease inside the cloud. Close to the PDR edges,
the dust temperature (30 K and 20 K for the NW and E PDRs, respectively) is lower than the gas temperature derived from CO
lines (65−130 K and 45−55 K, respectively). Further inside the cloud, the dust and gas temperatures are similar. The derived thermal
pressure is about 10 times higher in NGC 7023 NW than in NGC 7023 E. Comparing the physical conditions to the positions of known
young stellar object candidates in NGC 7023 NW, we find that protostars seem to be spatially correlated with the dense structures.
Conclusions. Our approach combining both dust and gas delivers strong constraints on the physical conditions of the PDRs. We find
dense and warm molecular gas of high column density in the PDRs.
Key words. infrared: ISM - submillimeter: ISM - ISM: lines and bands - ISM: molecules - ISM: clouds - ISM: dust, extinction
? Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments
provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with im-
portant participation from NASA.
1. Introduction
Observations of dust and molecular gas emission in photodisso-
ciation regions (PDRs) with the Herschel Space Telescope open
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Ko¨hler et al.: Physical structure of PDRs in NGC 7023
new perspectives in our understanding of the evolution of molec-
ular clouds. Several studies investigate how the physical struc-
ture in interstellar clouds is determined by the different sources
of energy and the way they are injected into a cloud, such as
by turbulence, gravitational contraction, stellar winds, radiative
heating, and supernovae. Located at the interface between dense
molecular clouds and diffuse regions of atomic and ionised gas,
PDRs are the regions in which the interaction of FUV photons
with matter governs the structure, dynamics, chemistry, and ther-
mal balance of the cloud as well as the star formation associated
with the cloud (for a review see Hollenbach & Tielens 1999).
Compression of the gas can be induced by the dynamical im-
pact from FUV radiation pressure, stellar outflows, and winds.
PDRs, which reprocess much of the radiation energy emitted by
young massive stars, cool via the copious emission of IR-submm
atomic and molecular lines (e.g. C+ 158 µm, O0 63 and 145 µm,
H2 and CO). These lines together with dust emission are the trac-
ers that derive the physical structure and excitation conditions.
Most of these gas lines and dust emission fall in the wavelength
range between 55 and 672 µm covered continuously for the first
time by Herschel.
In this study, we focus on the PDRs in NGC 7023 (the
Iris Nebula) one of the most famous and brightest nebulæ lo-
cated in the Cepheus Flare region. The molecular cloud associ-
ated with the nebula has been shaped by the star formation pro-
cess and holds the largest concentration of young stellar objects
(YSOs) in the Cepheus cloud associations surveyed by Spitzer
(Kirk et al. 2009). The driving source of NGC 7023 is the mas-
sive binary system HD 200775 of B3Ve-B5 spectral type, which
has been extensively studied (e.g. Racine 1968; Altamore et al.
1980; Finkenzeller 1985; Pogodin et al. 2004; Witt et al. 2006;
Alecian et al. 2008) with a recently detected protoplanetary disc
(Okamoto et al. 2009; ?). The Hipparcos parallax distance to
HD 200775 is estimated to be 520+180−110 pc (van Leeuwen 2007).
A recent study from Benisty et al. (2013) reveals a distance of
320±51 pc using Hα line data. In this paper, we consider an aver-
aged distance of around 420 pc. The stellar outflow is currently
inactive, but it has generated an asymmetric east-west biconical
cavity that is clearly visible at short and long wavelengths with
a size of 1.5 pc × 0.8 pc (see Fig. 1). The interstellar matter is
dense within the cavity wall and the star illuminates the matter
in its vicinity, forming the reflection nebula.
At the edges of the cavity, three PDRs lie at ∼42” north-
west (herein NW), ∼55” southwest (SW) and ∼155” east (E) of
the star (see Fig. 1). These regions, dominated by FUV photons
and viewed approximately edge-on, are ideal to study the inter-
action of stellar FUV radiation with gas in the adjacent cloud.
The incident radiation field scales as the inverse squared distance
to the illuminating star. The FUV field intensity G0 in terms of
the Habing field, which corresponds to 1.6×10−3 erg cm−2 s−1
when integrated between 91.2 and 240 nm (Habing 1968), is es-
timated to be G0 = 2600, 1500 and 250 at the NW, SW, and E
PDR fronts, respectively (Pilleri et al. 2012). Emission of the gas
and dust associated with these PDRs have been observed exten-
sively in the visible (e.g. Witt et al. 2006; Berne´ et al. 2008), in
the near-IR H2 lines (Lemaire et al. 1999), in the mid-IR lines
and very small dust particle features with ISO and Spitzer (e.g.
Fuente et al. 2000; An & Sellgren 2003; Werner et al. 2004;
Rapacioli et al. 2005; Fleming et al. 2010; Habart et al. 2011)
and in the radio (e.g. Fuente et al. 1998; Gerin et al. 1998; Yuan
et al. 2013). NGC 7023 hosts structures at different gas densities
from a very diluted atomic gas at nH ∼ 100 cm−3 in the cavity
(Gerin et al. 1998), an intermediate medium at nH ∼ 104 cm−3
at the PDR surface (Pilleri et al. 2012) to high dense filaments
and clumps with nH ∼ 105 − 106 cm−3 (e.g. Fuente et al. 1996;
Lemaire et al. 1996). Figure 1 (middle, right) presents the new
1.2 mm observations with the Institute for Radio Astronomy in
the Millimeter Range (IRAM) telescope, which shows evidence
of several dense rather compact structures. These structures fol-
low the edge of the cavity.
NGC 7023 has been observed in several Herschel programs
providing a wealth of spatial and spectral information on gas
and dust in the heart of PDRs. Abergel et al. (2010) combined
Spitzer and Herschel maps to study the spatial variations of the
dust properties towards NGC 7023 E. The authors analyse the
dust component at thermal equilibrium, which contains most of
the dust mass. The results clearly show evidence of changes in
dust properties from the diffuse interstellar medium to denser re-
gions. Joblin et al. (2010), using the HIFI instrument, show that
the C+ emission follows the PAH emission. Okada et al. (2013),
using both the Photoconductor Array Camera and Spectrometer
(PACS) and Spitzer observations, studied the photoelectric heat-
ing efficiency in several PDRs, including NGC 7023. The C+
lines show a rich velocity structure varying with the position in
the PDR, related to its complex dynamical structures (Berne´ et
al., in prep.). Bernard-Salas et al. (2014) use the PACS obser-
vations to map the spatial distribution of the C+ 158 µm, O0 63
and 145 µm lines towards NGC 7023 NW. Dense structures at
the edge of the cloud can be traced via the emission of these
main cooling lines, offering the opportunity to study the link be-
tween the morphology and energetics of this region. Joblin et
al. (in prep.) used the PACS scan observations of the high-J CO
lines (Ju ≥15) to analyse the gas excitation in the NGC 7023 NW
PDR.
In this paper, we present Spectral and Photometric Image
Receiver (SPIRE) Fourier-Transform Spectrometer (FTS) fully
sampled maps towards NGC 7023 NW and E that allow us for
the first time to study the bulk of dust and cool/warm molec-
ular gas together. This paper is organised as follows. The ob-
servations and data processing are described in Sect. 2, includ-
ing SPIRE FTS, photometer, and IRAM Max-Planck Millimeter
Bolometer Array (MAMBO-2) observations. In Sect. 3, we
present the detected atomic and molecular lines. In Sect. 4, we
present the spatial distribution of the CO lines and the dust emis-
sion. The cooling curves of CO molecules are presented in Sect.
5. In order to assess the physical conditions in which the ob-
served CO lines arise, we analyse the integrated line intensities
using a non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (NLTE) simple
radiative transfer code in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, the dust emission
observed with Spitzer and Herschel is analysed as an indepen-
dent tracer. The results from the dust and molecular and atomic
gas lines are compared and discussed in Sect. 7. In Sect. 8, we
discuss the link between the physical conditions in the molec-
ular cloud and the star formation. Finally, the conclusions are
presented in the last section.
2. Observation and data processing
2.1. SPIRE observations
NGC 7023 was observed in photometry and spectroscopy with
the Herschel SPIRE instrument, as part of the Evolution of
Interstellar Dust key program (Abergel et al. 2010). Large maps
of 8’ x 8’ were performed at three wavelengths, 250, 350, and
500 µm (Abergel et al. 2010). For spectroscopy, three pointings,
2
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Fig. 1. Top: visible map of NGC 7023 (from Wikisky.org) with the Hubble Space Telescope image, middle left: SPIRE photometer
map at 250 µm emission revealed with the SUPREME method, the yellow box indicates the position of the image at the right, which
is the IRAM-30m continuum map at 1200 µm observed at Pico Veleta using MAMBO-2, bottom: SPIRE photometer map at 250
µm emission revealed with SUPREME method with SLW jiggle positions (white circles) of Herschel SPIRE FTS observations of
the northwest (NW) PDR and east (E) PDR. The beam size of 11” for the MAMBO-2 map and the FWHM of 11.6” for the SPIRE
photometer maps at 250 µm are shown by the white filled circles in the top left corners. All bars give the intensities in MJy/sr. For
all maps, the epoch of the coordinate system is J2000. The stars indicate the position of HD 200775.
one on the PDR in the NW direction (Herschel ID 1342198923)
and two on the PDR in the E direction (Herschel ID 1342201204
and 1342201205) were carried out in the high-resolution full-
sampling mode of the SPIRE FTS (see Fig. 1). The wavelength
range extends from 194 to 671 µm where the spectrometer long
wavelength (SLW) covers the wavelength range of 303−671 µm
and the spectrometer short wavelength (SSW) covers the wave-
length range of 194−313 µm. The FTS beam size and shape
vary with wavelength and cannot be characterised by a simple
Gaussian response. This is expected from the multi-moded feed-
horns used for the spectrometer arrays (Makiwa et al. 2013). The
FWHM beam-widths using Gaussian fits varies from 16.8” to
42” from small to long wavelengths. For further details on the
beam size see Makiwa et al. (2013). The total observation time
was 4883 s for each of the three positions. The observations were
carried out on the 22nd of June 2010 for NGC 7023 NW and the
26th of July 2010 for NGC 7023 E.
The data processing was performed using HIPE 8. The FTS
calibration and data reduction procedures are explained in detail
in the article by Swinyard et al. (2010). In the following, we
present the gridding and super-resolution method SUPREME1
used for FTS data, the FTS-photometer cross calibration, and the
1 http://www.ias.u-psud.fr/supreme/
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Fig. 2. The obtained FTS spectra with the HR cube (black curves) and photometer data (blue signs) at different positions in NGC
7023 NW indicated as green squares in the map. The black signs are the HR FTS data integrated over the photometric filters
using the extended source calibration. The red curves indicate the LR spectrum and the red signs the LR FTS data integrated over
the photometric filters using the extended source calibration. The grey curves present the background spectrum. Some positions
are outside the observation area for SLW. Calibration errors of 15% for the photometer and 30% for the integrated FTS data are
included. The offsets in arcsec from the position of the brightest spectrum are included.
line fitting. The reduced data cubes are available on the Herschel
Idoc Database (HESIOD) webpage2.
2.1.1. Gridding and super-resolution
The Herschel FTS data are irregularly distributed over the ob-
served area and we therefore carry out a gridding that computes
the spectra at positions on a regular square grid. The grid points
are determined by a bilinear interpolation weighting the data
points by their distance to the grid points. This avoids the sim-
plicity of the Naive or the Nearest Neighbour gridding meth-
ods and the smoothing of the Heterodyne Instrument for the Far-
Infrared (HIFI) gridder, which are implemented in the Herschel
Interactive Processing Environment (HIPE) pipeline. The super-
resolution method SUPREME is applied to the FTS data (Ayasso
et al., in prep.). It is based on a Bayesian approach and uses an
instrument model to obtain cubes with a higher spatial resolu-
tion than the nominal resolution of the detector. Corrections of
2 http://idoc-herschel.ias.u-psud.fr/sitools/client-user/
the point spread functions (PSFs) were made using a beam pro-
file model provided by the University of Lethbridge (Makiwa
et al. 2013). This method provides two cubes, one with high res-
olution for each wavelength and another one with a controlled
unique equivalent PSF. In Figs. 1, 5, 6, and 8, we give a FWHM
using a Gaussian fit with the same bandwidth of the equivalent
beam. It should however be noted that the PSF is non-Gaussian
and a FWHM does not account for the shape of the beam. The
gain in resolution with the SUPREME method, for example, is
from a FWHM of 16.6” to 11.9” at 200 µm, from 32.6” to 19.0”
at 400 µm and from 36.5” to 24.1” at 600 µm. For further details
and a description of the PSF see Ayasso et al. (in prep).
In Figs. 2 and 3, we present the observed spectrum at dif-
ferent positions for NGC 7023 NW and NGC 7023 E, respec-
tively. The black and red curves show the spectrum extracted
from the cubes at high spatial resolution (herein HR) and con-
trolled unique equivalent PSF (i.e. low spatial resolution, herein
LR), respectively. In the HR case, the spatial resolution changes
with wavelength, while it is constant for the LR case. The HR
and LR spectra are equivalent at the longest wavelengths, while
4
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Fig. 3. Same as in Fig. 2 for NGC 7023 E.
at short wavelengths differences in the spectral shapes and ab-
solute intensities occur. For the NW PDR the intensity in the
LR spectrum is lower than in the HR spectrum because of di-
lution effects. The observed emission comes from a compact,
semi-extended source that is not extended over the largest beam
size. For NGC 7023 E, we note that the differences in the HR
and LR spectrum are smaller. The emission is spatially more ex-
tended than in NGC 7023 NW. In the following, we consider
both the HR and LR to use advantages of both: (1) high reso-
lution at small wavelengths (HR) and (2) consistent beam size
(LR) to analyse the full spectrum and the complete CO ladders.
All maps are shown in HR. For all analyses of spectral energy
distributions of gas lines we use LR data.
2.1.2. The FTS-Photometer cross calibration
The flux calibration for the FTS observations uses a relative
spectral response function (RSRF) based on the telescope model
emission. By default it is assumed that the observed source is
uniformly extended over the entire beam, and the calibration un-
certainty due to flat fielding across the array is 10−15% (SPIRE
Observer’s Manual 2011). However, any source morphology
would affect the calibration (Wu et al. 2013) and so we take
a conservative approach and estimate the calibration accuracy
of our maps to be 15-30%, depending on position in the bands
(Griffin et al. 2010; Swinyard et al. 2014).
In Figs. 2 and 3, we compare the spectrometer to the pho-
tometer data. For cross calibrations, we use the photometer data
processed with the SUPREME method (Ayasso et al. 2012). The
calibration uncertainty for the photometer is conservatively es-
timated as ±7% for point sources and 10−15% for extended
sources (http://Herschel.esac.esa.int/), and we include an error of
15% on the presented data. We integrate the FTS data (HR and
LR) over the photometric filters assuming the RSRF of the pho-
tometer for extended sources. The differences in the FTS data
integrated in the photometer filter, assuming an extended source,
are smaller than 10% compared to the FTS data integrated in the
photometer filter, assuming a point source (one exception with
differences around 40%). The comparison between the FTS and
photometer data shows that the intensity values can deviate up to
70%, which occurs at positions of bright emission. At these posi-
tions, the HR case gives a better agreement with the photometer
than the LR case. Where the signal-to-noise ratio is low, the FTS
data show a bump at long wavelengths. This results from back-
ground subtraction problems (Swinyard et al. 2014). We include
the background spectrum (grey curves) in Figs. 2 and 3.
2.1.3. Line fitting method
The observed unapodized spectra have a resolution of 0.04 cm−1
and the apodized spectra have a resolution of 0.07 cm−1. In any
case, the detected lines are not resolved with FTS and the instru-
mental line width (∆v = 230−800 km s−1) dominates.
We fit the lines by determining a linear fit to the continuum
of the apodized spectrum in the continuum adjacent to each line.
We then subtract this continuum and fit the remaining line with
a Gaussian. We then calculate the integrated line intensities by
integrating over the Gaussian fit. We assume a conservative total
error of 30% for the integrated line intensities, which includes
the calibration uncertainties plus the line fitting errors.
5
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Fig. 4. Spectrum at the position of brightest emission for NGC 7023 NW and NGC 7023 E (top), showing the HR spectrum. A
zoomed-in spectrum is shown for the weaker lines where we subtracted the continuum emission. For NGC 7023 NW and E, these
positions of brightest emission are called position A in the following (see Fig. 6).
2.2. The IRAM-30m/MAMBO-2 observations at 1200µm
In order to obtain additional spatial and spectral information on
the dust emission, we include a 1.2 mm high angular resolution
map. The millimeter continuum emission map of the region, first
presented here, was obtained using the 117–channel MAMBO-
2 (Kreysa et al. 1998) at the IRAM-30m telescope (Pico Veleta,
Spain). MAMBO-2 has a half-power spectral bandwidth from
210 to 290 GHz, with the effective bandwidth centre at ∼250
GHz (∼1200 µm). The effective beam FWHM is 10.7′′ and the
instantaneous (under-sampled) field of view is ∼4′×4′. A fast
on-the-fly mapping mode (Teyssier & Sievers 1999) was used
to map NGC 7023 NW and NGC 7023 E over a ∼10′×10′ re-
gion. Observations were carried out during 2005 winter pool.
The total integration time was two hours, achieving a rms noise
of ∼5 mJy/beam. Sky noise subtraction and data analysis were
carried out with the MOPSIC software (Zylka 1998). The abso-
lute pointing accuracy and the overall calibration uncertainty are
estimated to be ∼2′′−3′′ and ∼20%, respectively. The resulting
∼1200 µm emission map is shown in Figure 1.
3. Line detection
In this section, we present the spectra (Fig. 4) at the position of
strongest warm dust and high-J CO emission and the detected
lines (Tab. 1) at different positions for NGC 7023 NW and NGC
7023 E. The comparison of the spectra shows that more lines are
detected in NGC 7023 NW than in NGC 7023 E. In the follow-
ing, we divide the 12CO lines observed in the FTS wavelength
range into three groups: low-J 12CO for Ju ≤5, intermediate-J
12CO from J=6−5 to J=9−8, and high-J 12CO for Ju ≥10.
In NGC 7023 NW, the entire ladders of 12CO from Jup = 4 to
13 and of 13CO from Jup = 5 to 11 are observed. The Jup = 4 to
13 rotational levels of CO lie between 55 to 503 K above ground
and have critical densities of about 105 to 107 cm−3 for collisions
with H2 at T=100 K (Yang et al. 2010). If collisions dominate
6
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Fig. 5. Left column: Spatial distribution of 12CO (J=12−11), 12CO (J=7−6), 13CO (J=7−6) and 12CO (J=5−4) for NGC 7023 NW.
The bars give intensities in erg s−1cm−2sr−1. Right column: Spatial distribution of dust emission at the wavelength close to the line
emission. The bars give νIν in Wm−2sr−1. All images are presented with the same scale, same field, and same centre. We include
the FWHM of the beam in the dust emission maps: 11.6”, 18.6”, 18.7”, 21.3” from top to bottom.
their excitation, their detection constitute an excellent tracer of
both warm and dense gas. The gas density in molecular conden-
sations could be large enough to approximately thermalise the
CO transitions. Their line intensities will thus depend on the ki-
netic temperature and molecule column density in the optically
thin case. For optically thick lines, the kinetic temperature is the
main parameter determining the intensity.
For NGC 7023 E, we detect 12CO from Jup = 4 to 10 and
13CO from Jup = 5 to 6 at the position of brightest 250 µm dust
emission. The non-detection of the higher-J 12CO or 13CO lines
7
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Table 1. The 12CO and 13CO lines observed in the spectra of NGC 7023 NW and NGC 7023 E. The wavelength (λ), wavenumber
(WN), and Eu are presented in columns 3, 4, and 5. The last five columns give the low spatial resolution (LR) integrated line
intensities, Iν, in erg/s/cm2/sr of the positions A, B, C in NGC 7023 NW and A, B in NGC 7023 E (shown in Fig. 6).
Transition λ WN Eu NGC7023 NW NGC 7023 E
[µm] [cm−1] [K] A B C A B
12CO J=4−3 650.3 15.4 55.3 6.9e-07 8.2e-07 7.3e-07 1.1e-06 1.4e-06
12CO J=5−4 520.2 19.2 83.0 3.3e-06 3.5e-06 5.5e-06 4.7e-06 3.5e-06
12CO J=6−5 433.6 23.1 116.1 3.3e-06 3.5e-06 5.5e-06 4.7e-06 3.5e-06
12CO J=7−6 371.7 26.9 154.9 8.0e-06 5.3e-06 7.9e-06 5.6e-06 4.8e-06
12CO J=8−7 325.2 30.8 199.1 1.1e-05 5.3e-06 9.1e-06 4.7e-06 4.0e-06
12CO J=9−8 289.1 34.6 248.9 1.1e-05 3.8e-06 7.2e-06 2.5e-06 1.7e-06
12CO J=10−9 260.2 38.4 304.1 1.0e-05 2.1e-06 5.9e-06 6.0e-07 -
12CO J=11−10 236.6 42.3 365.0 8.2e-06 - 3.4e-06 - -
12CO J=12−11 216.9 46.1 431.3 8.6e-06 - - - -
12CO J=13−11 200.3 49.9 503.1 5.0e-06 - - - -
13CO J=5−4 544.2 18.4 79.33 7.0e-07 5.1e-07 5.0e-07 4.1e-07 2.4e-07
13CO J=6−5 453.5 22.1 111.1 1.0e-06 5.5e-07 6.8e-07 3.5e-07 2.8e-07
13CO J=7−6 388.7 25.7 148.1 1.6e-06 3.2e-07 4.9e-07 - -
13CO J=8−7 340.2 29.4 190.4 1.4e-06 - - - -
13CO J=9−8 302.4 33.1 237.9 1.6e-06 - - - -
13CO J=10−9 272.2 36.7 290.8 8.7e-07 - - - -
indicates that this PDR is cooler and/or less dense than NGC
7023 NW.
In both PDRs, we detect the atomic carbon C0 fine struc-
ture lines 3P1−3P0 and 3P2−3P1 at 609 and 370 µm, respectively.
The levels lie 23.6 and 62.4 K above ground and have low crit-
ical densities of about 3× 102 to 2× 103 cm−3, respectively, for
collisions with H at T=100 K (Launay & Roueff 1977). As the
critical densities are low, the gas density will be large enough in
the translucent region to thermalise the C0 transitions. Their line
intensity will depend on the temperature and the column density
rather than the density. The C0 at 609 µm should be especially
detectable further inside the PDR. The C0 370 to 609 µm inten-
sity ratio depends on the temperature up to 100 K. This ratio is
found to be larger (by a factor of 2.5) in NGC 7023 NW than in
NGC 7023 E.
The C0 370 µm line is blended with the 12CO J=7−6 rota-
tional transition. The 12CO to C0 370 µm intensity ratio depends
on the temperature and column density of CO and C0 in the op-
tically thin case. In both PDRs, the CO line is stronger than the
C0 line. In NGC 7023 NW, the CO to C0 ratio is about 7 at the
brightest position and decreases to 4 at the edge. In NGC 7023
E, the CO to C0 ratio is about 4 at the peak and decreases to 1.4
at the edge.
The N+ fine structure line 3P1−3P0 at 205 µm is not detected
in the observed field of view. With an ionisation potential of 14.5
eV, the N+ line is expected to come from the ionised region. The
level lie 70.1 K above ground and since the critical density is
very low (<100 cm−3), the gas density in the ionised regions
should be large enough to thermalise that transition. The non-
detection indicates that N+ cannot be found in the cavity or that
the column density of ionised gas in the cavity of the nebula
is small and therefore the gas inside the cavity is mostly neu-
tral. This is expected considering the spectral type of the central
stars (B3Ve-B5). The other N+ line 3P2-3P1 at 122 µm observ-
able with PACS is not detected either (Bernard-Salas et al. 2014).
4. Spatial distribution of the CO lines and the
underlying dust continuum emission
From the observed FTS data cube, we directly obtain informa-
tion about the spatial distribution of the gas lines and dust con-
tinuum emission, which we present in this section for NGC 7023
NW and NGC 7023 E. We compare our results with Spitzer and
ground-based observations.
4.1. NGC 7023 NW
Figure 5 shows maps in different lines of 12CO and 13CO and
the maps of the underlaying dust continuum emission. In the
line maps, after the subtraction of the dust continuum, the line
spectrum is overplotted for each pixel in which the lines have an
intensity larger than 20% of the maximal line intensity occurring
in the map. Figure 6 presents the FTS maps of the dust emission
at 250 µm with contours of the 12CO J=12−11, 12CO J=7−6,
and 13CO J=6−5 line emission.
The maps show, firstly, a spatial correlation between the
12CO J=12−11, 13CO J=6−5 and dust emission at shorter wave-
lengths (around 250 µm) in a small area located in the southern
region. This specific region, with its bright edge observed in the
visible (see Fig. 1), may present an area with a high column den-
sity of warm and dense gas. From the map lines of the highest
excited 12CO that is observed, we derive the projected width and
extent, which are the sizes perpendicular to the line of sight. The
width is the smallest and the extent is the largest size of the line
emission. The projected width of the 12CO J=12−11 emission
is about ≤15−20” (or ≤0.03−0.04 pc), which is marginally re-
solved by the FTS (see Fig. 5, top left). The projected length
of the emission is about 30−50” (0.06−0.1 pc). The size of the
emission is defined as the region where the CO line is detected
with a signal-to-noise >4. Secondly, another dust emission peak,
which is brightest at wavelengths around 500 µm, is observed
further north (α2000= 21h 1m 28s, δ2000= 68◦ 11’ 30”). In this
northern region, no intermediate-J and high-J 12CO and 13CO
lines are detected. The gas in this region further away from the
star might be colder. Thirdly, the emission peak of the 12CO
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J=5−4 and J=7−6 lines is seen in an elongated bar from south-
west to northeast. This bar follows the illuminated edge of the
cloud as seen in the visible (Fig. 1).
In Fig. 7 we plot the spatial profile of the gas lines and dust
emission for the HR data along the cuts in the direction of the
illuminating star (black line in Fig. 6). The SPIRE resolution
does not allow us to resolve in detail the spatial stratification
expected from the attenuation of the stellar FUV radiation field
into the cloud. However, we are able to determine, that the CO
and the dust emissions peak at about the same position at around
50−60” distance from the star. The dust and gas emission pro-
files reveal different widths due to beam effects and radiative and
excitation processes. We include the profile of the C0 emission
at 609 µm, which peaks at a slightly larger distance from the star
and is broader than the CO lines. This is expected since the C0
emission at 609 µm has a low energy level and critical density
(see Sect. 3). We do not include the C0 emission at 370 µm since
this line is blended with the CO J=7-6 line and it is therefore
difficult to extract a map because of the low spectral resolution.
We compare our data to earlier Spitzer observations of the
H2 0−0 S(1) rotational line emission (Fig. 6 top, right), another
major contributor to the gas cooling. The first pure H2 rotational
lines (e.g. 0−0 S(0) and S(1)) have upper states lying ∼510 K and
∼1015 K above ground and their critical densities are relatively
low even at low temperatures (ncrit < 104 cm−3 for T ≥ 100 K,
Le Bourlot et al. 1999). Thus, H2 is expected to probe a warmer
and more diffuse gas than the excited CO rotational lines. In
fact, compared to the observed 12CO and 13CO emission, the
H2 emission is shifted slightly towards the star (by about 10”)
and appears as an elongated shape parallel to the 12CO J=7−6
and 6−5 line emission region (see Figs. 6 and 7 bottom right).
A previous ground-based map of the 12CO (6−5) integrated in-
tensity overlaid on the near-infrared image of the H2 1−0 S(1)
emission also shows this shift between CO and H2 (see Fig. 4 in
Gerin et al. 1998). We compare our data to the H2 1−0 S(1). The
H2 1−0 S(1) vibrational emission comes from narrow filaments
(width: ≤5” or 0.01 pc, Lemaire et al. 1996), which coincide
spatially with filaments seen in HCO+ 1−0 (width of 6”) with
different densities and velocities (Fuente et al. 1996). There was
a controversy about the nature of the IR filaments as to whether
they are just the border of the cloud or high density narrow fil-
aments as discussed by Fuente et al. (1996). Comparison be-
tween single dish and interferometric HCO+ data suggests that
the IR filaments cannot be interpreted as the border of clouds.
The dense gas is confined into filaments immersed in an atomic
or diffuse molecular medium. Fuente et al. (1996) suggest that
these filaments located along the walls of the cavity could re-
sult from the interaction of the bipolar stellar outflow with the
cloud. Figure 6 shows that the peak position of the high-J CO
emission named position A is slightly shifted to the IR H2 dens-
est filament (nH≈ 106 cm−3, Fuente et al. 1996; Lemaire et al.
1996). Emission of the intermediate-J CO lines follows the less
dense filaments (nH≈ 105 cm−3, Fuente et al. 1996; Lemaire et al.
1996)). The size of the filaments seen in H2 and HCO+ is not re-
solved with the SPIRE beam. A beam dilution factor must be
taken into account when analysing the excited CO line emission
(see discussion in Sect. 5).
We also compare our data to the 13CO J=2−1 observations
with the Ko¨lner Observatorium fu¨r SubMillimeter Astronomie
(KOSMA) 3-meter telescope by Yuan et al. (2013). The spatial
distribution of this low-excited line differs from the spatial dis-
tributions we find for higher excited 13CO and 12CO lines. The
13CO J=2−1 lines peak further north, where gas temperatures
are lower and where we find a high column density (see Sec.
6.1).
4.2. NGC 7023 E
In Fig. 8 the emission maps for different 12CO and 13CO lines
and for the dust emission at 289, 373, 523, and 547 µm (top to
bottom) are shown for NGC 7023 E. In Fig. 6 we present the FTS
dust map at 250 µm and the emission of some gas lines included
as contours.
The maps show a good spatial correlation between 12CO
J=9−8 emission and dust emission at 250 µm in a small central
region (50” × 100” or 0.1 × 0.2 pc in size). The 12CO J=5−4 line
is observed over the entire PDR. The emission of 13CO is spa-
tially correlated with the dust emission at wavelengths around
500 µm in a region shifted towards the north. This region is close
to a core, located a bit further north than the edge of the FTS
map, which is seen in 13CO J=2−1 emission (Yuan et al. 2013).
In this region, we find a high column density (see Sec. 6.1).
In Fig. 7 we plot the gas lines and dust continuum emission
profiles along a cut (black line in Fig. 6). The dust emission at
250 µm, 500 µm, and 1.2 mm peaks at the same position at about
220” from the star. The emission profiles are relatively broad
with a width of about 45−55” (∼0.1 pc), which is about 2−3
times the width of the dust emission in NGC 7023 NW. We also
include the distribution of H2 rotational emission (Habart et al.
2011) that is shifted by 10−15” towards the star compared to
12CO and 13CO, and by 30” compared to the dust emission. The
dust emission is slightly shifted by 10-15” to the CO emission
but this shift depends on the choice of the cut (see Fig. 6). The C0
line at 609 µm peaks at larger distances of 220” and is broader
than the CO lines.
5. Physical properties derived from gas line
analysis
In this section, we present the spectral energy distribution of the
observed CO lines at specific positions in NGC 7023 NW and
NGC 7023 E. For NGC 7023 NW, we choose three positions
of interest marked as A, B, and C in Fig. 6. Position A (α2000=
21h 1m 28.3s, δ2000= 68◦ 10’ 22”) is the region where the 12CO,
13CO and dust emission peak, position B (α2000= 21h 1m 32.8s,
δ2000= 68◦ 11’ 20.2”) is the region of the northern dust peak
and position C (α2000= 21h 1m 36s, δ2000= 68◦ 10’ 55”) is in
the elongated bar of intermediate-J 12CO. For NGC 7023 E, two
positions of interest are chosen and marked as A and B in Fig. 6
(bottom). Position A (α2000= 21h 2m 16s, δ2000= 68◦ 9’ 25”) is
the region where the 13CO and dust emission peak and position
B (α2000= 21h 2m 11s, δ2000= 68◦ 8’ 50”) is in the elongated bar
of intermediate-J 12CO and 250 µm dust emission.
We calculate the integrated line intensities of the 12CO and
13CO ladders of the observed FTS spectra as described in Sect.
2.1.3. We use the LR data (consistent beam size) to ensure that
we compare line intensities from the same area. The convolution
can smooth the small areas of high-J 12CO line emission as seen
in the previous section and can decrease their intensities, how-
ever, these variations are included in the error bars we consider.
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We analyse the integrated line intensities using the NLTE and
(local) radiative transfer code RADEX3 (van der Tak et al. 2007).
By solving the statistical equilibrium equations, RADEX applies
a simple method of the mean escape probabilities to the (1D)
radiative transfer. By assuming a uniform density and tempera-
ture layer, this simple model can be used to assess the physical
conditions in which the observed lines arise: gas density, kinetic
temperature, line optical depth, column density, and abundance
of the species. Furthermore, one can check the role of collisions
versus the radiative coupling of gas excitation to the intense dust
continuum radiation within the PDR.
Assuming a uniform density and temperature layer is sim-
plistic because different phases of gas are mixed along the line
of sight and inside the beam area. The gas temperature could
vary very rapidly through the PDR layer, and with our spatial
resolution the temperature structure is not spatially resolved.
Moreover, there could be reabsorption by gas along the line of
sight, but it is rather unlikely for the observed high-excited lines.
Nevertheless, here we focus our analysis on the intermediate-J
and high-J 12CO and 13CO lines that cannot be reabsorbed by
a colder gas, since their energy levels and critical densities are
relatively high. The high-J CO lines may arise from a warmer
layer with a smaller column density than the intermediate-J CO
lines. Fitting all the lines with only one component is therefore
an approximation but gives the average physical conditions of
the emission zones in the beam.
We consider a grid of input parameters for the total number
of hydrogen nuclei4, nH, kinetic temperature, Tg, CO column
density, NCO, and beam filling factor, η. Gas densities vary in a
range between 104 and 106 cm−3, kinetic temperatures between
10 K and 500 K, CO column densities between 1015 to 1019
cm−2, and the beam filling factor between 0.01 and 1. We use
the new set of collisional rate coefficients calculated by Yang
et al. (2010) including energy levels up to J = 40 for tempera-
tures ranging from 2 K to 3000 K. We assume a standard carbon
isotopic ratio 12C/13C of 70 (Wilson 1999). We use the cosmic
microwave background radiation temperature of 2.73 K. We test
the non-LTE model, including the observed intense far-infrared
and submm radiation by dust (see Sect. 6) as the background
source, and find that the effect of the dust continuum emission
on the CO lines is negligible.
We use the observed data for the fitting procedure as follows:
We fit the slope of the cooling curve of the CO lines with differ-
ent combinations of kinetic temperature and gas density, which
reflect a degeneracy between these two parameters. For a given
combination of kinetic temperature and gas density, we obtain
the CO column density, NCO, by fitting the 12CO to 13CO line
ratio that is sensitive to the optical depth, which at the line cen-
tre depends on the ratio of the column density to the line width.
For reasons of simplicity, we assume a constant width for all the
lines measured in the FTS cubes. We assume ∆v = 1.5 km s−1
in agreement with HIFI observations towards NGC 7023 NW
(Joblin et al. (2010) and Berne´ et al., in prep.) showing a tur-
bulent line width of about ∆v = 1− 2 km s−1 for the observed
profiles of the high 12CO and 13CO lines. We assume that the
beam filling factor is constant for all of the lines. For each gas
density, our fitting procedure yields the best fit corresponding to
the minimum χ2.
In order to determine the most likely local gas density for
the different positions, we calculate the length along the line of
3 http://www.sron.rug.nl/∼vdtak/radex/index.shtml
4 The input parameter for RADEX is nH2 and we consider nH = 2×
nH2 . We present nH for a better comparison with following results.
Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 for NGC 7023 E for the positions A and
B. The results are summarised in Tab. 2.
sight, l, of the emission layer with l ∼ 2×NH2/nH, where NH2 is
the beam averaged column density, and compare it to the PDR
projected size. We assume that the length along the line of sight
should not be much smaller than the projected emission width
and not much larger than the projected emission extent, where
the projected width and extent are the dimensions of the PDRs
in the plane of the sky as derived in Sec. 4. In order to estimate
l, we convert the CO into H2 column densities taking a relative
12CO abundance to H2 of 10−4, however, this ratio varies widely
in the PDR from very low values up to 2.6 × 10−4. Variation
in the CO to H2 abundance ratio can result from photodisso-
ciation and from CO evaporation of ice mantles of dust grains,
which are hotter than about 20−25 K. At the peak position of the
intermediate-J CO emission, PDR models (Le Petit et al. 2006)
with G0 = 50− 103 and nH = 104 − 106 cm−3 predict a value of
about 10−4. This assumption will be discussed in more detail in
Section 7.1 where we derive the CO to H2 ratio using the total
hydrogen column density obtained from the dust.
5.1. NGC 7023 NW
Figure 9 (top row) shows the RADEX results with the observed
integrated line intensities of 12CO and 13CO in the three posi-
tions A, B, and C. The line intensities can be fitted with several
combinations of nH, Tg, NCO, and η, since small nH and large
Tg lead to similar results as high nH and small Tg. We there-
fore present the results for values between nH = 104 cm−3 and
nH = 106 cm−3, which are summarised in Tab. 2.
For position A, we exclude the case of nH = 104 cm−3, where
we obtain a large CO column density that leads to a length
along the line of sight of 6.4 pc, compared to a width of about
.0.04−0.05 pc and a projected emission extent of about ∼0.1 pc
(see Sect. 4). This is physically unlikely since it corresponds to
about 60 times the projected extent of the high-J CO emission
in the plane of the sky and at least about 150 times the projected
width. Reasonable lengths are obtained for a gas density between
nH = 5× 104 cm−3 and nH = 106 cm−3. For these densities, we
obtain a beam filling factor of η = 0.1 which leads, in the case of
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Table 2. The results with RADEX for the considered positions A, B, C for NGC 7023 NW (see Fig. 9) and for the positions A and
B for NGC 7023 E (see Fig. 10). Results that give a reasonable physical length along the line of sight are shown in bold face.
nH T NCO l η χ2 T NCO l η χ2 T NCO l η χ2
[cm−3] [K] [cm−2] [pc] [K] [cm−2] [pc] [K] [cm−2] [pc]
NW A B C
104 160 1×1019 6.5 0.1 26.6 70 5×1018 3.2 0.2 10.7 120 4×1018 2.6 0.1 5.6
5×104 130 3×1018 0.4 0.1 16.9
105 110 2.5×1018 0.2 0.1 12.1 50 1×1018 0.07 0.2 2.5 80 7×1017 0.05 0.1 2.1
5×105 70 2×1018 0.03 0.1 1.6
106 65 2×1018 0.01 0.1 1.3 33 1×1018 0.007 0.3 1.9 50 5×1017 0.003 0.2 3.0
E A B
104 55 4×1018 2.6 0.2 2.1 50 4×1018 2.6 0.1 4.1
5×104 50 1×1018 0.1 0.2 1.0
105 47 5×1017 0.03 0.3 3.7 47 5×1017 0.03 0.2 0.3
5×105 35 5×1017 0.01 0.3 0.5
106 32 5×1017 0.003 0.4 2.1 32 4×1017 0.003 0.3 1.6
a simple elongated5 emission, to a width of about 0.01 pc. This
is in agreement with the observed projected width. Finally, we
exclude higher gas densities since they yield unrealistic small
lengths. We find temperatures between 65 and 130 K, depending
on the gas density. In all cases the CO column density is rela-
tively high at 2−3×1018 cm−2. This high CO column density is
needed to fit the partly small 12CO/13CO ratios indicating opti-
cal thickness. We find a 12CO/13CO J=6−5 ratio of about 2±1,
which is very small compared to the standard isotopic ratio6 and
indicates that 12CO J=6−5 is highly optically thick. The line ra-
tio 12CO/13CO increases with increasing Eu and is about 10±3
for the J=10−9 line showing that the optical thickness decreases
with J, however, the ratio that indicates optical thickness is still
small. The optical depths calculated by RADEX as a function of
Eu are presented in Fig. 9 (bottom) for 12CO and 13CO.
The H2 rotational lines provide rotational excitation temper-
atures of ∼300 to 1000 K (Fuente et al. 1999; Fleming et al.
2010) and a column density of 0.5−5 ×1020 cm−2. This confirms
that H2 probes a warmer region closer to the star. Considering
ground-based observations of the 13CO J=3−2 line by Gerin
et al. (1998) and the 13CO J=5−4 lines from FTS observations,
we find gas temperatures of around 20 K and a 12CO column
density of around N = 3.5×1017 cm−2 assuming a standard iso-
topic ratio 12C/13C of 70. It seems that the 13CO J=3−2 traces
cold gas in dense and shielded regions that are not influenced by
stellar radiation (see Sec. 5.2).
For position B, we exclude a gas density of nH = 104 cm−3
since the length along the line of sight is around 30 times larger
than the projected length. For this position, where we detect no
high-J 12CO lines and only three 13CO lines, we derive tempera-
tures of T = 33−50 K that are significantly lower than for the po-
sition A. The derived CO column density is a factor 2−3 smaller
than for position A and the ratio between the 12CO and 13CO
J=6−5 line is slightly larger by about 3±1.8.
5 The beam filling factor η can be written as the ratio between the
line emission area to the beam area. In a very simple geometrical view
of an elongated emission, the line emission area can be estimated by
the product between its width and the beam FWHM. The width can
thus be written as η× (Ω)/(FWHM) with Ω the beam area. For the low
resolution cube the beam area and FWHM are 3.2×10−8 sr and 42”,
respectively.
6 The average local ISM carbon isotope ratio is about 70 (Wilson
1999).
For position C, we consider gas densities between nH =
104 cm−2 and nH = 105 cm−2, while nH = 106 cm−2 leads to a
very small length of the PDR (10 times smaller than the pro-
jected width). This latter case would only be possible if the CO
to H2 abundance is about 10−5. The derived temperature is be-
tween 120 and 80 K. The line ratio 12CO/13CO J=6−5 is about
five times larger than in positions A and B.
5.2. NGC 7023 E
For the two positions A and B in NGC 7023 E, the results for the
RADEX calculations are also presented in Tab. 2. The fits to the
observed CO lines are presented in Fig. 10 (top row).
For both positions, good fits are obtained for an intermedi-
ate gas density between nH = 104 cm−3 and nH = 105 cm−3 for
which the length along the line of sight is comparable to the pro-
jected width and extent of around ≤0.1 to 0.2 pc, respectively.
For nH = 106 cm−3 we obtain a rather small length along the line
of sight (around 30 times smaller than the projected width) so
that we exclude this case. We find colder temperatures of around
50 K compared to NGC 7023 NW, which is due to the fact that
NGC 7023 E is further away from the central star and the in-
cident UV flux is more diluted and the gas is less excited. The
gas temperature at the two positions do not show such a large
variety as seen in NGC 7023 NW, which indicates that the ra-
diation field is less rapidly attenuated in this lower density and
more extended region. The latter is further indicated by larger
filling factors compared to NGC 7032 NW. For both positions,
the 12CO lines are optically thin for Eu >250 K (Fig. 10 bottom).
The column density is similar to that in NGC 7023 NW, where
high-J and intermediate-J lines are optically thick.
The analysis of the H2 rotational lines yields rotational exci-
tation temperatures of ∼270−330 K (Habart et al. 2011; Fleming
et al. 2010) and a column density between 3× 1020 cm−2 and
1.5× 1021 cm−2. This confirms that H2 probes a warmer region
closer to the star.
From ground-based observations of the 13CO J=2−1 line by
Yuan et al. (2013) together with the 13CO J=5−4 lines from FTS
observations, we find gas temperatures of around 20 K and a
12CO column density of around N = 2.8× 1017 cm−2 assuming
a standard isotopic ratio 12C/13C of 70. Since the derived tem-
perature and column density are similar for NGC 7023 NW and
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NGC 7023 E, the 13CO J=3−2 line seems to be rather indepen-
dent of the radiation field. The 13CO J=3−2 lines trace cold gas
in shielded regions, which are distinct from the regions traced
with the higher-excited CO lines.
6. Physical properties derived from dust continuum
analysis
In this section, we focus on the analysis of dust emission as an in-
dependent tracer. Observational data obtained with the Infrared
Array Camera (IRAC), Multiband Imaging Photometer (MIPS)
(Spitzer), PACS, and SPIRE photometers (SUPREME method
is not used but standard data processing with naive gridding
method) and IRAM, convolved to the 500 µm beam with a
FWHM of 35.1”, are used to obtain the physical properties for
NGC 7023 NW and E. These data offer a large wavelength range
from 3.6 µm to 1.2 mm, covering the entire infrared emission of
grains, and are described in Abergel et al. (2010). Physical prop-
erties within the PDRs are determined using two complementary
approaches: modified black body fits and radiative transfer cal-
culations.
6.1. Modified black body fits
As a first approach, we focus our study on the big grains (BGs),
whose emission is observed at wavelengths longer than ∼100
µm. These BGs are in thermal equilibrium so that we can use a
single modified black body emission law to fit the observations
and determine the dust temperature, Td, and the hydrogen col-
umn density, NBBH :
Iλ = τλ0 ×
(
λ
λ0
)−β
×Bλ(Td), (1)
where τλ0 is the dust optical depth at wavelength λ0, β is the
spectral emissivity index and Bλ is the Planck function. The
fits are performed for each pixel of the data cube and we con-
sider only wavelengths corresponding to the emission of BGs,
i.e. PACS 160 µm and SPIRE 250, 350, and 500 µm. The errors
considered in this approach are statistical noise (signal-to-noise
ratio larger than 40 in the worst case at 500 µm). The free param-
eters are τλ0 and Td. The spectral emissivity index β is fixed to 2
since we are not interested in β-T anti-correlation effects. With
β as a varying parameter, we find a slightly larger temperature
range.
These modified black body fits allow us to map the temper-
ature and the column density variations. The latter is computed
from the optical depth at 250 µm according to:
NBBH =
τ250µm
κ250µm µmH
, (2)
where κ250 µm = 0.051 cm2g−1 is the dust emissivity for the dif-
fuse ISM derived by Compie`gne et al. (2011), µ = 1.33 is the
mean atomic mass, and mH is the hydrogen mass. This simple
calculation assuming a constant dust emissivity and neglecting
the radiative transfer effects provides an initial estimate of the
temperature and column density.
The temperature and column density maps are shown in Fig.
11 (for details see Arab 2012) and the values for the chosen po-
sitions in both PDRs are summarised in Tab. 3. The error on
NBBH given here is derived from the fits, however, assumptions
we made in this approach could bias the column density. In NGC
Table 3. Dust temperature Td and column density NBBH at the
positions A, B, and C in NGC 7023 NW and at the positions A
and B in NGC 7023 E.
NW A B C
NBBH [cm
−2] (4±0.4)×1022 (9.8±1.0)×1022 (2.8±0.3)×1022
Td [K] 30.0±3.4 20.1±1.2 30.3±2.6
E A B
NBBH [cm
−2] (4±0.5)×1022 (7±0.9)×1022
Td [K] 20.5±0.9 17.2±0.6
7023 NW, we find dust temperatures of about 50−55 K right in
front of the edge of the cloud. Towards position C, represent-
ing another part of the edge of the cloud (see the visible map
in Fig. 1), the dust temperature decreases, which could be due
to a geometrical effect, i.e. position C is further away from the
star (see the visible map in Fig. 1). The dust temperature de-
creases to around 30−35 K when moving away from the star and
entering the PDR and decreases further to around 20 K close
to the molecular cloud. The column density at the position of
largest temperature in NGC 7023 NW is rather small and in-
creases when entering the PDR. The maximal H column den-
sity of 1.5× 1023 cm−2 is reached at around 2’ northeast from
the temperature peak. This position is not observed with SPIRE
FTS. In NGC 7023 E, we obtain dust temperatures of around
20 K, which slightly decrease with distance from the star. The
column density NH increases slightly with distance from the star
to up to 8× 1022 cm−2. The regions of high column density co-
incide spatially with cores observed in 13CO J=2−1 emission
(Yuan et al. 2013).
6.2. Radiative transfer modelling
As a second approach, we use a 1D radiative transfer model com-
bined with DustEM as described in Arab et al. (2012) based on
the dust model of Compie`gne et al. (2011) assuming an edge-
on geometry. The dust model of Compie`gne et al. (2011) de-
scribes the observed spectral energy distribution and extinction
of the diffuse ISM with PAH (65 ppm of C), very small car-
bonaceous grains (14 ppm of C), big carbonaceous grains (121
ppm of C), and big silicate grains (45 ppm of Si). Each PDR is
described by a plane parallel slab defined by its density profile,
which is found by fitting the modelled emission with the obser-
vations. We assume a symmetric power-law profile with a den-
sity plateau: n(z) = n0( zz0 )
α, where z is the distance to the star, n0
the maximum density, z0 the distance where the maximum den-
sity is reached, and α the power-law. The PDR is completely de-
fined by these parameters together with the width of the density
plateau and the length of the PDR along the line of sight, lPDR.
This last parameter is directly linked with the column density
NH. For further details on the model, see Arab et al. (in prep.).
The radiative transfer modelling is carried out along a cut
shown in Fig. 6 and 11 towards the positions A in both PDRs.
We present the results for the three maximum densities n0 = 104,
n0 = 105, and n0 = 106 cm−3 with a power-law index, α, of 1.5,
2.0, and 3.5, respectively, for NGC 7023 NW and with α = 2
for all densities in NGC 7023 E. The density profiles for these
three cases are presented in Fig. 12. The density profile of NGC
7023 E is broader than that of NGC 7023 NW, where the lat-
ter is marginally resolved and might be even sharper. The slope
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towards the star, the width of the plateau, and a decrease to-
wards the molecular cloud are necessary to fit the observations.
However, the model cannot constrain the slope of the decreasing
density, and we therefore show this part of the density profile in
dashed lines in Fig. 12. We assume a symmetric profile for sim-
plicity, although the gas density does not decrease to zero inside
the cloud and instead should be at least 104 cm−3 (see Fuente
et al. (1990) and Fig. 11).
In Tab. 4, we present for each density profile, the density at
the CO emission peak, neH, the visual extinction integrated from
the edge to the emission peak, AeV, the column density along the
line of sight where the CO emission peaks, NeH, and the length
along the line of sight, lPDR. The results show that with increas-
ing density, the column density increases and the length along
the line of sight decreases.
The best fits to the observations (Fig. 13) are obtained for
both PDRs with density profiles with a maximum density of
n0 = 2× 105 cm−3 and a slope α = 2. The width of the density
profile is larger for NGC 7023 E than for NGC 7023 NW and
the maximum density is reached closer to the edge in NGC 7023
NW (0.03 pc) than in NGC 7023 E (0.14 pc). These density pro-
files are shown as black curves in Fig. 12 (top middle versus
distance in pc (arcsec) and bottom versus AV) and are associated
with a length along the line of sight of 0.2 pc for NGC 7023 NW
and 0.15 pc for NGC 7023 E. We find a good agreement com-
paring the values of NeH and N
BB
H for positions A in NGC 7023
NW and NGC 7023 E.
The fits presented in Fig. 13 (blue curves) are for NGC 7023
NW (right) and NGC 7023 E (left). In order to fit the observa-
tions, we have to include variations in the dust properties relative
to the original dust model of Compie`gne et al. (2011), which is
based on the diffuse emission at high galactic latitudes (see red
curves in Fig. 13). For NGC 7023 NW, the PAH abundance is
decreased by a factor of 2 and the BG emissivity is increased by
a factor of 2. In the case of NGC 7023 E, only the BG emissivity
is increased by a factor of 2. These variations provide a decrease
in the 3.6 µm emission as it is observed, compared to the original
dust model of Compie`gne et al. (2011). The decrease in the PAH
emission is degenerated with the length along the line of sight
and the BG emissivity. The change in the PAH abundance and in
the BG emissivity reflects the evolution of dust from the diffuse
to dense regions in the ISM, as described in detail in Arab et al.
(2012).
However, deviations between observations and our model
occur at 70, 350, 500, and 1200 µm, which are likely to result
from evolutionary processes of dust grains not taken into ac-
count with the simple dust model considered here. The decrease
in the 70 µm emission is seen in observational data of denser
regions (see e.g. Stepnik et al. 2003). Very small grains, which
are responsible for the emission at this wavelength in the diffuse
ISM, could coagulate onto the surface of BGs, so that the 70 µm
emission decreases. The deviations at wavelengths longer than
350 µm are possible due to changes in the spectral index, which
is found to increase from the diffuse to dense regions in the ISM
(see e.g. Sadavoy et al. 2013). An increase in the spectral index
could occur due to coagulation and/or accretion processes. It is
beyond the scope of this paper to investigate the variations of
the modelled results with the evolution of dust. A study of these
evolutionary processes of dust is in preparation (Ko¨hler et al., in
prep.), including the new dust model from Jones et al. (2013).
However, the discrepancies that are discussed above are
marginally linked to the density profile and tests show that the
density profiles appear to be robust against (realistic) changes in
the dust model. The derived density profile at the edge of NGC
7023 NW is also in good agreement with that determined by
Pilleri et al. (2012). Their study focusses on PAHs at the edge
of the clouds, where we find the same slope of the density pro-
file using the dust model from Compie`gne et al. (2011), which
includes PAHs and the other dust populations.
In summary, with the radiative transfer modelling we derive
the density profile that yields a steep gradient at the edge of the
cloud and a subsequent decrease inside the cloud. The density
profiles derived here are comparable to the profiles found for
other PDRs, such as the Horsehead nebula and the Orion Bar
(Arab 2012). The length along the line of sight varies with the
maximum density. As for the CO analysis, the length along the
line of sight should not be much smaller than the projected emis-
sion width and not much larger than the projected emission ex-
tent. For NGC 7023 NW, we can therefore exclude the case of
n0 = 104 cm−3. For n0 = 105 cm−3, the length is comparable to
the projected emission extent resulting in a flat extended geom-
etry, while for n0 = 106 cm−3 it is comparable to the projected
emission width resulting in a cylindric geometry. For NGC 7023
E, we exclude the case of n0 = 106 cm−3. For n0 = 105 cm−3, the
obtained length is between the projected width and extent. We
do not exclude the case of n0 = 104 cm−3 although the length is
three times larger than the projected emission extent.
6.3. Discussion
In this section, we compare the results derived with the modified
black body calculations and the radiative transfer modelling. We
compare these results further to interferometric millimetre ob-
servations and end with a discussion on the origin of the derived
structures.
With the modified black body and the radiative transfer mod-
elling approaches, we are able to derive the column density
profile of NGC 7023 NW and E. The NH column density de-
rived with both approaches is shown in Fig. 14. The results look
rather different at first view, and in particular, the maximum val-
ues for NH for the NW PDR show large deviations. The devi-
ation in maximum value is probably even larger when we take
into account that for the column density derived with the mod-
ified black body we use the κ250 µm from the diffuse ISM (see
Sec.6.1), while for the radiative transfer calculations we increase
the BG emissivity by a factor of 2. At second view, however, we
find a similar maximum position, a similar width, and a similar
slope of increase, which is steeper for NGC 7023 NW compared
to NGC 7023 E.
Using millimetre-interferometric data towards NGC 7023
NW, Fuente et al. (1996) reveal high density filaments with a
width of ∼0.01 pc observing HCO+. Our results are in agree-
ment with this study although the obtained width in our study is
around five times larger, in part due to the lower resolution of the
Herschel SPIRE observations. Considering our strong assump-
tions about the geometry, we derive the main trend of the density
profile.
The high densities may result from a bipolar outflow inter-
action with the cloud (Fuente et al. 1996), a shock driven by
the high pressure FUV-heated layer (e.g. Gorti & Hollenbach
2002; Hosokawa & Inutsuka 2006), or a phenomenon com-
parable to evaporating molecular clouds in blister HII regions
(Bedijn & Tenorio-Tagle 1981). Considering that the gas in the
cavity would be mostly neutral and the thermal pressure is not
higher than in the PDR (see Sect. 7.3), the study by Hosokawa
& Inutsuka (2006) does not appear to be applicable. It is also
likely that prior to star formation in the molecular cloud density
inhomogeneities with dense spots (filaments or clumps) were
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Table 4. The results for the radiative transfer calculations for
dust in NGC 7023 NW and in NGC 7023 E where neH is the
density at the CO emission peak, n0 is the maximum density,
AeV is the visual extinction perpendicular to the line of sight in-
tegrated from the edge to the emission peak, NeH is the column
density along the line of sight at the emission peak, lPDR is the
length along the line of sight, and N12CO/N
e
H2
is the 12CO to H2
abundance ratio at the emission peak. We derive NCO from the
RADEX analysis (see Tab. 2) and NH2 from N
e
H/2. The results
for the best fit are shown in blue. The table entries in bold face
indicate results for physically reasonable lengths along the lines
of sight.
neH n0 A
e
V N
e
H lPDR N12CO/N
e
H2
[cm−3] [cm−3] [cm−2] [pc]
NGC 7023 NW
104 104 ∼0.2 2×1022 0.6 -
6×104 105 ∼1 4×1022 0.2 1.6×10−4
1.2×105 2×105 ∼2 7×1022 0.2 7×10−5
4×105 106 ∼4 4×1022 0.03 1×10−4
NGC 7023 E
5×103 104 ∼0.2 9×1021 0.6 -
5×104 105 ∼2 6×1022 0.4 3×10−5
5×104 2×105 ∼2 2×1022 0.15 1×10−4
5×105 106 ∼18 2×1023 0.12 5×10−6
present. Our study shows that the density is increased by up to
∼10 - 100 times the ambient gas density in a layer with a geomet-
rical thickness of about 0.05−0.2 pc. Wide-field molecular cloud
studies by Andre´ et al. (2011) and Arzoumanian et al. (2013)
show that dense filaments have a characteristic width of around
0.1 pc. These filaments could be formed by turbulence. The en-
ergy dissipation length is on the order of 0.1 pc in regions that
are well shielded from UV (Hennebelle 2013). The filaments we
observe in NGC 7023 could therefore be formed prior to the for-
mation of HD 200775.
7. Comparison between different tracer properties
In this section, we compare the dust density distribution to the
CO density to investigate if they are coherent and if they rise
from the same medium. Our comparison focuses on position A
in both regions where the radiative transfer calculations were
carried out for both dust and gas. We further compare the derived
dust and CO temperatures and finally present the derived values
for the thermal pressure.
7.1. Density
We obtain for NGC 7023 NW a density of 5× 104 to 106 cm−3
and for NGC 7023 E of 104 to 105 cm−3 using both dust and gas
analysis. We obtain the CO column density from the gas analy-
sis, and the H column density from the dust analysis. Assuming
NH2 = NH/2, we derive CO to H2 abundance ratios varying be-
tween 3×10−5 and 1.6×10−4 (see Tab. 4). This is in agreement
with our first assumption about the CO to H2 abundance ratio
when we calculated the length along the line of sight from the
RADEX results (see Sec. 5). We can now conclude that for both
Fig. 14. The H column density profiles for NGC 7023 NW (left
curves) and NGC 7023 E (right curves) derived with the black
body approach (red curves) and the radiative transfer calcula-
tions (black curves). Since the slope of the decreasing density is
ambiguous, we present it as a dashed line.
dust and gas analysis we derive a similar length along the lines of
sight for the densities of 5×104 −106 cm−3 for NGC 7023 NW
and 104−105 cm−3 for NGC 7023 E. This strongly suggests that
dust and gas trace the same region. It is unlikely to have two sep-
arate regions with different densities, since in all cases the region
with the higher density provides enough gas and dust emission
to reproduce the observations.
Additionally, using the dust density profiles we find that the
CO emission occurs at an AeV of about 1−4, except for a den-
sity of around 106 cm−3 in NGC 7023 E where we find that
the CO emission appears at an improbable large visual extinc-
tion. For NGC 7023 NW, including the density profiles (n0 = 105
and 106 cm−3) in the Meudon PDR code (Le Petit et al. 2006),
we find that the C/CO transition occurs at a visual extinction
of AV=2.5−3.5 where CO 5 ≤ Ju ≤15 emits strongly since the
CO abundance increases and the gas temperature is still high.
For NGC 7023 E, including the density profiles (n0 = 104 and
105 cm−3), we find that the C/CO transition occurs at a visual
extinction of AV=2−2.5. This adds new constraints on the gas
density, which agrees with the above discussions.
For NGC 7023 NW, the analysis of the main atomic cool-
ing lines ([OI] at 145 µm and [CII]), which are observed with
Herschel PACS will be presented in Bernard-Salas et al. (2014).
The dust density distribution derived here and included in PDR
codes can reproduce the observed oxygen line emission.
7.2. Gas and dust temperature
We find that the gas and dust temperatures are higher close to the
star and decrease with increasing distance from the star. The gas
temperatures are larger than the dust temperatures at the edge
of the PDR while they are similar inside the PDR. For example,
at positions A and C in NGC 7023 NW, we find dust tempera-
tures of 30 K and gas temperatures of 70−110 K. In position B,
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dust temperatures are around 20 K and the gas temperatures are
30−50 K. The large difference between the gas and dust temper-
ature at the edge of the cloud is expected since in this region sev-
eral processes heat the gas efficiently (e.g. photoelectric heating,
H2 formation) as shown in PDR models (Hollenbach & Tielens
1999; Le Bourlot et al. 2012). For NGC 7023 E, the variations
in gas and dust temperatures are smaller throughout the PDR
and the difference between the gas and dust temperatures are
smaller. These lower temperatures and smaller variations in the
dust and gas temperatures result from the smaller incident radi-
ation field and local gas density. Analysing different PDRs, such
as the Horsehead nebula, Orion bar, NGC 2023, and ρ Oph, we
find that the CO excitation temperature derived from the SPIRE
FTS observations, is highly dependent on the incident radiation
field (Habart et al., in prep.).
7.3. Gas thermal pressure
We derive a thermal pressure, P = nH ×T , where nH and T are
from Tab. 2, of about 6×106 −7×107 K cm−3 at the high-J CO
emission peak (position A) for NGC 7023 NW. A high thermal
pressure of ∼ 108 K cm−3 is also found by Joblin et al. (in prep.)
by fitting the emission of 12CO Ju ≥ 15 (PACS) data with the
Meudon PDR code. Further inside the cloud (position B) we esti-
mate that the thermal pressure is similar while in the more diffuse
region (position C), the thermal pressure is smaller by a factor of
about 10. For NGC 7023 E, we derive P ≈ 1−5×106 K cm−3 in
the PDR (positions A and B), which as expected is lower than
in the NW PDR. In the cavity near NGC 7023 NW, we find
a thermal pressure between ≤1.5 × 105 and ≤5 × 105 K cm−3.
This thermal pressure is derived from the Cloudy PDR model
assuming neutral gas (all ionising photons are extinguished) in
the cavity with a density of ≤500 cm−3 and a gas temperature of
300−1000 K. If the gas in the cavity were mostly ionised, the gas
temperature, and therefore thermal pressure, would be higher.
The N+ 122 µm and 205 µm lines are not detected, however, and
the predicted intensity of the N+ 205 µm is larger than the ob-
served upper limit for an HII-region density of >100 cm−3. In
the cavity near NGC 7023 E, the thermal pressure is ≤1.5×105
K cm−3 considering neutral gas in the cavity with a density of
≤500 cm−3 and deriving a temperature of around 300 K. In NGC
7023 NW, the thermal pressure at the high-J CO emission peak
is a factor of >10 larger than in the cavity. In NGC 7023 E, the
pressure in the PDR is ≥5 times larger than in the cavity. NGC
7023 E could have reached thermal equilibrium pressure. The
strong gradient in NGC 7023 NW suggests out of equilibrium
processes. Berne´ et al. (in prep.) find evidence for gas evaporat-
ing from the molecular cloud of NGC 7023 NW analysing HIFI
observations.
8. Star formation and physical conditions in the
molecular cloud
In this section, we compare the distribution of gas and dust and
their physical conditions to the positions of known YSO candi-
dates in NGC 7023 to see where stars are forming. Using color-
magnitude diagram techniques and based on Spitzer data, Kirk
et al. (2009) identify about 32 candidates of YSOs within the
NGC 7023 reflection nebula. The authors presume that the for-
mation of these YSOs has been triggered by compression of the
material around the reflection nebula shaped by the HD 200775
stars. Several scenarios can trigger star formation: 1) gravita-
tional instability at small scales in the dense shell forming a
chain of YSO along the ionisation front (e.g. Deharveng et al.
2009), 2) gravitational instability at larger scales forming local
star formation regions with clusters of YSO (e.g. Elmegreen &
Lada 1977), 3) gravitational instability in dense thin finger-like
structures formed in a turbulent medium strongly irradiated by
O stars (e.g. Gritschneder et al. 2010), and 4) gravitational in-
stability from pre-existent condensations compressed by the hot
gas (e.g. Bisbas et al. 2009).
In NGC 7023, Kirk et al. (2009) observe that the majority
of the YSO candidates are situated to the north of HD 200775
in the region coincident with the area of the high dust emis-
sion. We exclude the scenarios 1) and 3) since no chains of YSO
along the ionisation front and no finger-like structures are ob-
served. The scenarios 2) and 4) are more likely. In particular, the
dust emission peak at 500 µm (position B in NGC 7023 NW)
appears to coincide with the condensation seen in the IRAM-
MAMBO2 image (Fig. 1 middle, right) and one embedded YSO
(2101328+6811202, #34 in Fig. 6). This YSO, not seen in the
visible map, is assumed to be a probable Class 0 source, how-
ever, we cannot resolve this YSO in the SPIRE FTS maps. The
location of the YSO is far away from the ionisation front sug-
gesting the star-formation scenario 4). At this position we obtain
a gas temperature of around 30−50 K and dust temperature of
around 20 K, a high CO column density of around 1×1018 cm−2,
a H2 column density of 4.9× 1022 cm−2 derived from the dust
and a density between 105 and 106 cm−3. Due to the low spatial
resolution and the integration along the line of sight, the derived
parameters are not directly associated with the YSO but rather
its environment.
Two embedded YSOs (2101264+6810385 and
2101271+6810380, #27 and #137 in Fig. 6, respectively)
lie 20” further inside the dust and CO emission peak (position
A) in NGC 7023 NW. However, the YSOs, observed in the
visible (Fig. 1), could be between the molecular cloud and the
observer and could be older than HD 200775. They have a
bolometric temperature of 1000 and 1400 K, making them prob-
able Class II sources. Regarding the dust density profile, these
YSOs appear to be located near the plateau in the decreasing
slope if they are associated with the molecular cloud. Analysing
the observed 12CO and 13CO ladders with RADEX at these
positions, we derive for a density between 105 and 106 cm−3, a
CO column density of 2× 1018 cm−2, a H2 column density of
2×1022 cm−2 derived from the dust, a gas temperature of around
30−50 K and a dust temperature of around 30 K. These derived
dust and gas temperatures are not too high so that star formation
is not prevented by thermal pressure. However, we should be
careful since we derive the average physical conditions along
the line of sight.
It is noticeable that the NGC 7023 E region appears to be
starless down to the luminosity limit of Lbol=0.06 L (Kirk et al.
2009). In this PDR, we obtain a gas and dust temperature of
around 50 K and 20 K, respectively. The column density is high
but the local gas density seems to be smaller than in NGC 7023
NW.
9. Conclusions
We investigate the emission of both dust and molecular gas from
the reflection nebula NGC 7023 by analysing Herschel observa-
tions with radiative transfer codes. The NGC 7023 nebula con-
tains three PDRs and in this study we focus on the PDRs in the E
and NW directions. The SPIRE FTS spectroscopic cubes give us
access to a wealth of intermediate 12CO and 13CO lines. Fully
sampled maps at high spectral resolution for each wavelength
are analysed. The spectral energy distribution of CO is obtained
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using constant beam size data. Using photometric data (PACS
and SPIRE) combined with Spitzer data we also study the dust
continuum emission. We use radiative transfer codes for dust and
gas separately to obtain the physical conditions of the emitting
zones independently and to investigate if they spatially coincide.
Our main results are summarised as follows:
1. Spatial morphology: Herschel SPIRE FTS and photometer
data allow us to spatially resolve the emission of dust and
gas at the edge of molecular clouds. Dust emission and CO
lines show different spatial morphologies. Dust emission is
extended peaking in irradiated and/or high column density
regions. It also reveals complex filament structures with con-
densations in the nebula. CO lines show a different distribu-
tion as a function of their excitation levels. Low-J 12CO lines
are rather extended, while intermediate-J and high-J 12CO
and 13CO are localised probing regions of high column den-
sity of warm and dense gas. In the PDRs, we find a spatial
correlation of warm dust, 12CO and 13CO lines.
2. Density structure: In the PDR we are able to derive the main
trend of the density profiles, column density, and spatial ex-
tent. Since we find similar physical properties for warm dust
and CO, we conclude that their emission comes from the
same medium. The density profile yields a structure with a
small width of 0.05 pc and 0.2 pc and a maximum density of
5×104 to 106 cm−3 and 104 to 105 cm−3 for NGC 7023 NW
and NGC 7023 E, respectively. The length along the line of
sight is between the width and the extent of the emission. The
H2 total column density is ∼ 2× 1022 cm−2 for both PDRs.
The CO to H2 abundance ratio is about 5× 10−5 − 10−4 as-
suming that the length along the line of sight of dust and gas
is equal. The CO emission appears to occur at AV of 1−4,
which corresponds to the C/CO transition as predicted by
PDR codes.
3. Temperature and pressure: The CO excitation temperature is
65−130 K (50 K) and the fitted dust temperature is 30 K
(20 K) for NGC 7023 NW (NGC 7023 E) emission peak.
Throughout the cloud, both gas and dust temperatures de-
crease with increasing distance from the star. The dust tem-
perature ranges from 15−50 K. At the PDR edge the gas
temperatures are, as expected, larger than the dust temper-
atures while they are similar inside the PDR. We derive a
thermal pressure in the range of 1−7×107 K cm−3 for NGC
7023 NW and 1−5×106 K cm−3 for NGC 7023 E. For NGC
7023 E, the thermal pressure in the cavity is slightly smaller
so that this PDR might be in equilibrium, while for NGC
7023 NW the thermal pressure in the cavity is significantly
lower. Compression of the gas may have been induced by the
stellar impact. It is also possible that dense structures were
present prior to the star formation.
4. Star formation: We compare the distribution of gas and dust
and their physical conditions to the positions of known YSO
candidates in NGC 7023. In NGC 7023 NW, four candidates
of YSOs are located in the region of study or along the line of
sight. The position of one YSO appears to be in agreement
with the cold and dense region in the northern part of the
PDR (nH = 105−106 cm−3, Tg = 30−50 K, Td ≈ 20 K) where
the dust emission peaks at around 500 µm. Two other YSOs
are located behind the dust and CO emission peak.
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Fig. 6. Top left: FTS map at 250 µm of the PDR NGC 7023 NW with contours of 12CO J=7−6 (white), (maximum at 1.5× 10−5
erg cm−2s−1sr−1 with contour lines at 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 times the maximum), 12CO J=12−11 (orange) (maximum at 4.0 × 10−5
erg cm−2s−1sr−1 with contour lines at 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 times the maximum), and 13CO J=7−6 (pink) (maximum at 3.2 × 10−6
erg cm−2s−1sr−1 with contour lines at 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 times the maximum) and H2 1−0 S(1) (red) from Lemaire et al. (1996) (maximum
at 3.7×10−4 erg cm−2s−1sr−1 with contours at 0.27, 0.41, 0.55, 0.69 times the maximum). Top right: FTS map at 250 µm of the PDR
NGC 7023 NW with contours of H2 0−0 S(1) (orange) from Spitzer observations (maximum at 1.9× 10−4 erg cm−2s−1sr−1 with
contour lines at 0.26, 0.36, 0.52, 0.62, 0.83 times the maximum) and H2 1−0 S(1) (red) (maximum at 3.7× 10−4 erg cm−2s−1sr−1
with contours at 0.27, 0.41, 0.55, 0.69 times the maximum). Bottom: FTS map of the PDR NGC 7023 E, 250 µm map with contours
of 12CO J=9−8 (white) (maximum at 3.2× 10−6 erg cm−2s−1sr−1 with contour lines at 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 times the maximum), 13CO
J=5−4 (violet) (maximum at 5.6× 10−7 erg cm−2s−1sr−1 with contour lines at 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 times the maximum) and H2 0−0 S(1)
(red) from Spitzer observations (maximum at 1.3×10−4 erg cm−2s−1sr−1 with contour lines at 0.45, 0.66 times the maximum). Note
that the FTS map at long wavelengths (SLW) is slightly smaller than the shown map, so that the 13CO J=5−4 contour lines are cut
off in the north. The letters A, B, and C indicate positions of interest as explained. We include the detected YSOs by Kirk et al.
(2009) as stars in the top right figure. The FWHM of the beam for the different CO and the beam size for H2 lines are presented.
Maps: 12.2” (green). NGC 7023 NW: 11.6” for 12CO J=12−11 (orange), 18.6” for 12CO J=7−6 (white), 18.7” for 13CO J=7−6
(white) and 1” for H2 1−0 S(1) (red). NGC 7023 E: 13.0” for 12CO J=9−8 (white), 22.7” for 13CO J=5−4 (violet) and 11” for H2
0−0 S(1) (red).
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Fig. 7. Emission profiles for CO and C0 (top) and dust and H2 (bottom) for NGC 7023 NW (left) and NGC 7023 E (right) along the
cuts shown in Fig. 6, as a function of the distance from the star in arcsec. We use the HR data for this plot, so that the beam size is
not constant with wavelength, which affects the width of the emission profiles. Angular resolutions are ∼1” for H2 1−0 S(1), ∼10”
for H2 0−0 S(1), between ∼≤17−40” for CO lines and dust emission, ∼40” for C0 609 µm, and 11” for the dust emission at 1.2 mm
(IRAM-30m data).
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Fig. 8. Left column: Spatial distribution of 12CO (J=9−8), 12CO (J=7−6), 12CO (J=5−4), 13CO (J=5−4) lines for NGC 7023 E. The
bars indicate intensities in erg s−1cm−2sr−1. Right column: Spatial dust distribution at the wavelength close to the line emission.
The bars give νIν in Wm−2sr−1. All images are presented with the same scale, field, and centre. We include the FWHM of the beam
in the dust emission maps: 13.0”, 18.6”, 21.3”, 22.7” from top to bottom.
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Fig. 9. Top: Integrated line intensities as a function of Eu for the positions A, B, and C. The lines indicate the best fits of the observed
integrated line intensities with RADEX: red for nH = 106 cm−3, blue for nH = 105 cm−3, and green for nH = 104 cm−3. Bottom:
The optical depth τ calculated with RADEX versus Eu for the positions A, B, and C. 12CO: thin symbols, solid line, 13CO: thick
symbols, dashed line. The results are summarised in Tab. 2.
Fig. 11. The dust temperature (left) and column density, NH, (right) for NGC 7023 for a fixed β=2. The red contours show the
250 µm emission at 300, 500, 600, 750, 900, 1000, 1250, and 1500 MJy sr−1. Maps are convolved to the 500 µm beam with a
FWHM of 35.1” (white circle).
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Fig. 12. The dust density profile (top) for NGC 7023 NW and NGC 7023 E (left and right curve in each plot, respectively) versus
the distance from the star in pc and arcsec and versus visual extinction AV from the edge of the cloud (bottom) as a result from the
radiative transfer calculations, left: n0 = 104 cm−3, middle: n0 = 105 cm−3, right: n0 = 106 cm−3. The black curves show the density
profile for the best fit shown in Fig. 13. Since the slope of the decreasing density is ambiguous, we present it as a dashed line.
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Fig. 13. The comparison of the modelled (blue and red curves) to observed data (black curves) at different wavelengths is shown.
The intensity is plotted versus the angular distance from the star in arcmin. The grey zones stand for the photometric uncertainties
and correspond to 5% for IRAC, 20% for PACS, and 15% for SPIRE. The blue curves show the results of our model and the red
curves of the model from Compie`gne et al. (2011) in comparison.
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